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ABS'mACT 

A number of processes leading to the emission of photons .and 

neutrons in 1C capture reactions are discussed for potential use in 

radiation therapy to·determine the stopping n- region. It is concluded 

that the scheme of detecting collimated medium energy .r-rays is the 

mo~?t eff~ctive. 

I.. INTRODUCTION 
- (1) 

Stopping 1C beams have been proposed for radiotherapeutic 

applications since the "star" formation. of the capture reaction produces 

a highly localized dense-ionization region, of high relative-biological

effectiveness. Highly ionizing radiation of this type is considered to 

be especially useful for the treatment of oxygen deficient tumors which 

are known to be .less sensitive to radiation which has a low linear-energy~ 

tr&n~f~f· ~Q ins~re that the pions come to rest in the tumor region an 

accurate monitor of the stopping pion distribution is desirable. 

The lateral distribution and location of a stopping beam can 

be easily end reliably controlled with collimatoro and magnetic focusing 

and bending elements. A precise calculation of the stopping depth is 
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difficult because of the unknown density inhomogeneities in the patient. 

Hence the primary reason for·a monitor is to determine the depth distri-

bution. 

Possible monitoring techniques reviewed in this paper include 

the· use of: 

1) Pi mesic x-rays; (2) Positron annihilation y-rays; 

(3) Single y-rays; (4) Neutrons; (5) 1-rays from neutral pion decay. 

II. The Pion Capture Process 

-When a n comes to rest in matter, it is captured by the electric 

field of a nucleus. It then cascades through the atomic levels, emitting 

characteristic x~rays in the process, until it is absorbed by the 

.nucleus. The capture process results in the emission of highly ionizing 

particles--star formation--as well as a number of neutrons anci -y-rays .. 
(2) 

The neutron yield is approximately 3 per capture.· In approximately 

2% of the events, radiative pion capture leads to the eWisGiOn 
(3) 

of y-rays .with an energy distribution which peaks around 100 MeV. The 

residual nuclei following n capture are often left in excited states 

leading to the prompt emission of y-rays in the energy range of a few MeV. 

The average excitation energy of the residual nuclei emitting y-rays is 
(4) . 

calculated by Guthrie, et al. , to be about ) MeV. A smaJJ perr.P.nt~gP. 

(5) 
(approxilriately 1%) of the residual nuclei are positron unstable. In 

. . . . (6,7) 
water .2% of the pions are captured by hydrogen atoms. . Sixty percent 

of these pions charge exchange (n- + p ~ n° + n) to fo~ neutral pions 

8 . I . o -16 with a momentum of 2 .1 MeV c. Since the n lifetime is 2 x 10 sec. 

the neutral pions decay in flight before interacting and in a distance 
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-6 
of less than 10 em. Thus in contrast to positron annihilation, the 

relative angular distribution of the y-rays from ~ decay has a spread 
. 0 .. ·. 0 (6) 

of 20 around 180 • 

III. DISCUSSION OF MONITORING METHODS 

1) Pi-mesic x-rays. 

The 2p-ls pi-mesic transitions are potentially the most s~itable 
(8) 

of the pi-mesic x-rays for determining the pion stopping region. Other 

transitions to the ls level have much lower intensities. The x-rays from 

transitions between higher levels are attenuated more because they have 

less energy. Consider for instance pions captured by oxygen atoms - a 

very likely case in tissue. The 2p-ls transition has an energy of 
(9) 

159 KeV and occurs only 5% of the time since nuclear absorption usually 

takes place before reaching the ls level. This line is quite broad due 

to t_he short lifetime for nuclear capture. Pion beams always contain a 

small fraction of muons, typically from five to ten percent. The muons 

also produce x-rays in cascading through the atomic levels.· The 3p-ls, 

. 4p-ls, etc. muonic lines are superimposed on the broad pion 2p-ls lirie. 

Intensities of the muonic transitions are comparable to the picnic 

intensities, since the weakly interacting muons are all captured by .the 

nucleus from the ls level. There is also a large background of low 

energy photons, and higher energy photons Compton scattered in the detector • 

We show in fig. 1 the photon energy distribution in the pion stopping 

.region for a 90 MeV ~- beam, and a water target. The beam consisted of 

BCJ% ~-, 1~ ~-, 1~ e • The photons were detected with a 15 cc planar 
(10) 

germ~nium detector , which was triggered on stopp~ng pions and muons. 

As can be seen in the figure it is difficult to separate the pi-mesic 
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x-rays from the large. background. 

2) Positron annihilation y-rays. 

A possible system to detect the coincident y-rays from posi
.o 

tron annihilation which are emitted at 180 to each other is shown in 

fig. 2. It ·consists of multiwire proportional chambers on opposite sides 

of the stopping region• In front of each chamber is a thin lead con-

vcrter. Assuming a conversion efficiency of 3'/o, a solid angle acceptance 

of 4.0 steradians, one positron per 100 stopping pions and a 50% prob

ability that both of the annihilation y-rays get out of the patient with-

out interacting, we estimate ·a ratio of detected events to incident pions 
-6 

of 3 x 10 • This sensitivity can be increased tenfold by having three 

chambers with converters on each side of the stopping region, and should 

be sufficient to locate the stopping region with a minimal.dose to the 

patient. Some work on the observation of the positron emitters following 
(5) 

1f absorption has been done by Taylor .• et al. . 'lbey Rt.nppP.d a 100 MeV 

1f beam in a stack of gelatin-filled plastic petri dishes. The positron 

activity of the individual petri dishes following irradiation was measured 

·with a Nai detector. The results of their measurement are shown in 

fig. 3. As can be seen in the figure, the distribution of positron emitters. 

gives a satisfactory representation of the 1f . stopping distribution. 

There are, however·, several disadvantages· to using the positron emitters 

. as a monitor of the stopping positton. The lifetimes of the positron 

' . • 

• 

r11 13 15 "\I . . 
emitters L C(20.5 min), N(9.96 min) and 0(2.07 minj. will introduce .• 

a time lag between the instantaneous change in the 1f- stopping depth and 

its measurement by the detection of the positron annihilation y-rays. The 

coincident detection of these y-rays determines a point on each side of 
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the stopping region. The intersection of the line connecting these two 

points with the beam area is taken as the stoppi~_1C- location. The 

position accuracy is limited by the size of the beam area,_and the mean 
. 11 . 13 

range of the positrons in tissue (about .25 em for C and N and .5 em 

15 
for- 0). Since the two r-ray detectors will be unshielded there will 

be a background of charged particles. However the relatively long life-

times of the positron emitters make it possible to avoid this background 

by gating-on the detector in the time interval between beam spills of 

the accelerator. 

3) Single y-rays. 

(a) .Method using a collimator. Gamma rays of energy greater 

:.· .. 

than a few MeV travel through tissue with minimal scattering and attenuation. 

The pion stopping distribution can be determined by collimating and con-

verting the gamma rays to electrons arid detecting the electrons with a 

position sensitive detector. 
(11) 

This technique was employed by Sperinde, et al. '!he 

P.xperimental set-up is shown in fig. 4a. The 1C beam was stopped in.an 

absorber of lucite. The collimator consisted of 1.5 mm. sheets of lead 

separated by 1.5 mm. air gaps, with a 3 mm. thick lead converter. An 

aluminum absorber was used to put a low energy cutoff on the detected 

electrons. The coincidence signal from a pair of scintilla tors, one betwe-~n 

the converter and the spark chamber, the other behind the aluminum absorber 

triggered.the spark chamber. The spark locations were read out electron-

:ica:lly and stored in a pulse-height analyzer. We show the results in 

fig. 5, curve A, for a beam stopping .in lucite and a 2.5 em thick Al 

absorber. The·solid line is a least-squares fit to the data assuming 
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a gaussian peak. The dashed line is a depth-dose curve measured with 

an ionization chamber, normalized to the same peak height. As can be 

seen from the figure, the background is low· and the agreement between the 

ionization chamber results and the y-ray measurement is quite good. The 

-6 
ratio Of detected y-rays to incident pions is 5 X 10 This Sensitivity 

is suf'ficier1t to locate the stopping region with a small dose to the 

patient~ The sensitivity can be increased if needed by increasing the 

size of the systemand improving the design o! the cnllimHt.or. 

We measured the resolution of the system by observing the y-rays 

produced in a .6 em thick sheet of lucite. The results can be seen in 

fig. 6. The .solid line is a least squares fit to the data. The full width 

at half-maximum of the peak is 1 em. Correcting for the thickness of the 

lucite, the measurement gives a spatial resolution of .75 em full :width 

at half maximum. 

The electrons produced in the lead converter scatter in passing 

through the lead. This gives an angular spread to the converted electrons 

and limits.the spatial resolution of the system. The spatial resolution 

can be improved by collimating the converted electrons as shown in. fig. 4b. 

One can vary the cutoff energy of the electrons, a~d thus ·the 

cutoff energy of the y-rays by changing the thickness of the aluminum 

absorber. An aluminum absorber thickness of 2.5 em corresponds to the 

range of a 15 MeV electron. In fig. 5, curve B, :we show the results for 
. . 

a .6 em (approximately 4 MeV electron) aluminum absorber. As can be seen 

from the figure, the low energy electrons merely .increase the background. 

The location of the electrons in the system described above :was 
( 12) 

determined :with a magnetostrictive readout wire spark chamber. However 
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this is not essential to the system and in the future we would propose 
. ( 13) ( 14) 

to use a multiwire ·proportional chamber with delay. line readout. 

This wo~ld give an increased data acquisition rate, and simplify the 

electronics by making the high-vol:tage pulsing apparatus and one of the 

triggering scintillators unnecessary. Such a system could also be used 

to determine the stopping location in tissue of alphas and protons since 

nuclear interac~ions in the tissue will leave some of the residual nuclei 

in excited states, which decay by prompt y-ray emissions. The threshold 

for nuclear excitation via proton or alpha bombardment is approximately 

10 MeV. The residual range of these particles is less than l mm. Work 

to determine the spatial distribution of prompt y-rays from stopping alphas 

is now in progress. 

(b) Method using a pair of chambers without collimator. The 

~ stopping position might also be located by determining the y-ray.position 

and direction. The intersection of the extrapolated y-ray direction with 

the beam area indicates the ~- stopping location with a spatial reso-

lution limited by the size of the beam area and the precision with which 

they-ray direction is determined. They-ray is.converted in a thin 

foil and the direction of the electron can be determined with two wire 

chambers spaced a few centimeters apart. This method has the advantage. 

of not needing a collimator and thus it is possible to obtain a large 

increase in.solid angle acceptance. However the conversion efficiency is 

low since the converter must be very thin to minimize scattering so that 

the converted electrons accurately preserve the direc.tion of the incident 

The rms angular spread for 25 MeV secondary electrons following pair 
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2 
production is • 05· radians. · A lead converter of approximately • 045 gm/ em 

gives rms angular spread due to multiple scattering of approximately ~05 

-3 
radians and has a conversion efficiency of approximately 4 x 10 For 

a detector 25 em from the stopping pion region subtending a solid arigle 

of approximately 2.1 steradians the spatial resolution neglecting uncer-

tainties due to the size of the beam area is approximately 1.7 em and the 

-5 
sensitivity is approximately 1.3 x 10 detected y-rays per inc.ident pion. 

The sensitivity for such a system is more than sufficient to 

map the stopping piori distribution, but the spatial resolution is marginal. 

Also, since the system is not shielded there will be a charged Particle 

background. 

4) Neutrons • 

The neutron yield following 1t capture is approximately 100 times 

greater than the high energy y-ray yield. A determination of the dir-

ection of these neutrons could be used to find the 1t stopping region 

using a system similar to that used to detect collimated y-rays. In this 

case the collimator and the converter would probably be made of poly-

ethelyne and the recoil protons produr.P.n A.s a result of neutron-proton 

collisions would be detected. However the collimation of neutrons is 

. appreciably more difficult than the collimation of y-rays due to 'the 

longer mean free path of neutrons in matter. 

mation problem makes the method impractical. 

5) y-rays from neutral pion decay. 

In our. opinion this colli-

The coincident detection of both of the y-rays from the decay 

of neutral pions can potentially give a three dimensional representation 
(16) 

of the stopping distribution. The direction of both y-rays must be 
I 
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determined, and their intersection point found. The direction of the 

individual y-rays can be determined with the same system discussed earlier 

for detection of single y-rays, with one detector on each side of the 

stopping region. The coincident detection of both y-rays allows one to 

discriminate electronically against charged particle background. In 

additioq to the limitat.ions discussed in Section 3(b) there is a decrease 
-3 

in sensitivity of 4 x 10 due to the need for an additional converter. 

Increasing the sensitivity by making·the converter thicke~ would result 

in a degraded spatial resolution due to increased multiple scattering of 

the secondary electrons. 

CONCLUSION 

.From the discussion above, it can be.seen that any one of the 

.various methods could be used to provide some information on the stopping 

n distribution in vivo. Our own experience in some of these, coupled with 

numerical estimates on all of them, leads us to the conclusion that the 

detection of moderately high energy y-rays, defined through a multi-slot 

collimator offers the maximum reliability as well as being potentially 

the most accurate method. 

If necessary, this method could;be supplemented by measuring 

the distribution of annihilation y-rays from the induced positron activity 

after the termination nf th~ bombardment period. 

As far as the detection of the converted electrons is concerned, 

a spark chamber, wire proportional chamber or any other device capable of 
· .... ' 

identifying the particular slot through whi~h ~:~. y ... ray. passes would· be· 

satisfactory. ·In the present stage of technological deveiopment, we favor 

the use of multi-wire proportional chambers with a digitized electronic read-

out. 
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Fig. 2. · Setup· for detecting ~oincident b~ck-to- back '{-rays 
from positron annihilation. . . 
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Fig. 4. Set-up for detecting single collimated y-rays: (a) apparatus ·• 
used in reported measurements (b) apparatus proposed for futur.e 
work. 
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Fig. 5. The number of y- rays detected, as ~.function of 
depth in lucite with A: 2.5 em of aluminum absorber and 
B: . 6 em of aluminum absorber. The dashed .line is a 

·depth-dose curve· measured with an ionization chamber 
normalized to the same peak height as curve A. . 
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